Inter-and intra-observer variation in delineating regions of interest (ROIs) occurs because of differences in expertise level and preferences of the radiation oncologists. We evaluated the accuracy of a segmentation model using the U-Net structure to delineate the prostate, bladder, and rectum in male pelvic CT images. The dataset used for training and testing the model consisted of raw CT scan images of 85 prostate cancer patients. We designed a 2D U-Net model to directly learn a mapping function that converts a 2D CT grayscale image to its corresponding 2D OAR segmented image. Our network contains blocks of convolution 2D layers with variable kernel sizes, channel number, and activation functions. On the left side of the U-Net model, we used three 3x3 convolutions, each followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLu) (activation function), and one max pooling operation. On the right side of the U-Net model, we used a 2x2 transposed convolution and two 3x3 convolution networks followed by a ReLu activation function. The automatic segmentation using the U-Net generated an average dice similarity coefficient (DC) and standard deviation (SD) of the following: DC ± SD (0.88 ± 0.12), (0.95 ± 0.04), and (0.92 ± 0.06) for the prostate, bladder, and rectum, respectively. Furthermore, the mean of average surface Hausdorff distance (ASHD) and SD were 1.2 ± 0.9 mm, 1.08 ± 0.8 mm, and 0.8 ± 0.6 mm for the prostate, bladder, and rectum, respectively. Our proposed method, which employs the U-Net structure, is highly accurate and reproducible for automated ROI segmentation. This provides a foundation to improve automatic delineation of the boundaries between the target and surrounding normal soft tissues on a standard radiation therapy planning CT scan.
Introduction
Current variability in manual structure delineation of computed tomography (CT) images in radiation therapy introduces more errors than daily setup uncertainties [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Large inter-and intraobserver variation in delineating the regions of interest (ROIs) has been reported because of differences in level of expertise and preferences of the radiation oncologists [7] [8] [9] [10] . Steenbergen et al. 11 reported substantial inter-observer variation in manual prostate delineation. Delineation variation between different observers reflects the uncertainty in defining this boundary, and is especially pronounced near the tumor boundary. Manual delineation of the ROIs by visual inspection is considered the gold standard in current clinical practice despite being time consuming and not especially robust, indicating the need for a more accurate, reliable, and robust segmentation method. With the use of intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), where steep gradients sculpt the dose away from the organs at risk (OARs), accurate delineation becomes essential to avoid situations of large geometric miss that lead to higher dose to the target. Also, accurate delineation is critical to prevent recurrences. Highly precise dose delivery to a poorly delineated target negates any benefits of technology improvements because of low accuracy 12 . No level of on-board image guidance will eliminate these systematic delineation errors 12 . The consequences of systematic uncertainties can be severe, including acute or late Grade 2 rectal toxicity in more than 6% of patients and acute or late Grade 2 urinary toxicities in 37% of patients using IMRT plans developed from contours drawn on CT images 13 . However, toxicities can be reduced substantially if the ROI is delineated more accurately either through imaging techniques with higher soft tissue contrast such as MRI 14 or computer-aided techniques from CT images.
Automatic segmentation algorithms can help radiation oncologists delineate ROIs more accurately, consistently, and efficiently [15] [16] [17] [18] . Classic computerized image segmentation methods are based on image intensity, gradient, and texture; however, delineating accurate boundaries between the OARs and target based on gray-scale intensity value differences is either challenging or unfeasible because of the low contrast to noise ratio (CNR) of low soft tissue in CT images. Although secondary imaging modalities such as MRI and PET are often used to distinguish between tumor and OARs, the resulting images are often unavailable, and also must be registered to a CT for accurate dose calculation. This introduces registration errors from setup variations during each imaging session and presents inherent limitations in accurately matching images with different information 19, 20 . Therefore, generating accurate OARs and tumor boundaries from a CT image is highly desirable to minimize treatment uncertainties in radiation oncology.
The automated medical image segmentation methods proposed so far can be categorized into intensity-based 21 and texture-based 22 . Both approaches are sensitive to noise when selecting optimal threshold values. Also, the probability of over or under segmentation affects the performance of these methods. Other methods include model-based and atlas-based techniques.
Model-based methods [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , such as level-set techniques, are based on shape and appearance of the object and require an initial guess of the parameters. This may be suboptimal especially in tumor/OAR boundary identification because tumor shape is unpredictable and may affect the shape of neighboring OARs. On the other hand, atlas-based approaches [28] [29] [30] are available in some clinical treatment planning systems, but face many limitations including the selection of optimal atlases 31,32 and a true representation of the study population, which may also be affected by the presence of tumor tissue. Some semi-automated learning-based methods [33] [34] [35] [36] classifies the pixels by applying a spatially-constrained transductive lasso on local region features to select joint features. Gao et al. 33 proposed a displacement regressor that predicts 3D displacement to assist learning of the above classifier for accurate pelvic organ segmentation. Shao et al. 35 presented a boundary detector based on a regression forest and used it as an initial shape before guiding accurate prostate segmentation. Lay et al. 34 proposed a discriminative classifier by employing the landmarks that can be detected through joint global and local texture information. The drawback of these methods is that they depend on predefined features, affecting the accuracy of segmentation.
Despite progresses achieved in the field of organ segmentation, there is a critical need to bridge the gap between automated segmentation results and manual annotations. The challenges are largely related to variability in size, shape, and contour of the ROI, and can be resolved by applying methods that use a priori knowledge such as machine learning techniques. Machine learning methods such as deep learning models have been developed in the field of computer vision 37 and have become the state-of-the-art in many applications 38, 39 . Feature-driven modelbased methods [40] [41] [42] using machine learning techniques have been proposed. Also, appropriate features are extracted and patterns are learned through conventional machine learning methods.
Deep learning methods discover the features in a hierarchical fashion instead of using handcrafted features based on an initial guess. In other words, deep learning methods learn the low-level features first, and more comprehensive high-level features on a layer by layer basis later. Two recently published studies showed the segmentation of OARs on CT images using deep learning methods. Ibragimov and Xing 43 described segmenting OARs in CT images of the head and neck using standard convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Men et al. 44 illustrated the benefits of using a deep dilated CNN (DDCNN) to segment the clinical target volume (CTV) and
OARs for rectal cancer using CT data. The goal of image segmentation in biomedical image processing is to label each pixel of an image to a certain class. In the deep learning scope, the fully convolutional network proposed by Long et al 45 is a benchmark of image segmentation.
Pixel level segmentation is conducted by replacing the fully connected layer with the convolution layer. However, this replacement generates a coarse segmentation map because information is lost during the pooling operation. Three other structures were developed to address this problem, including dilated convolution 46 , encoder-decoder convolutional network 47 ,
and U-Net model 48 , which may improve the resolution of the segmentation results. In the encoder-decoder technique, the advantage of the structure is to connect the pooling layers with the unpooling layers. In U-Net, the usual contracting network in CNN is supplemented by successive layers, where pooling operators are replaced by up-sampling operators. These layers increase the resolution of the output, and high resolution feature maps from the contracting path are combined with the corresponding up-sampling feature maps in the expansive path, enabling us to fully use the limited data and largely address the overfitting problem. The goal of this study is to evaluate the accuracy and robustness of a segmentation model using the U-Net structure to delineate the prostate, bladder, and rectum in male pelvic CT images.
Methods

Study Participants
The dataset used for training and testing the model consisted of raw CT scan images of 85 prostate cancer patients collected at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center (UTSW). All CT images were acquired using a 16-slice CT scanner (Royal Philips Electronics, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). The target organ was the prostate and OARs included the bladder and rectum. All contours were drawn by radiation oncologists. All images were acquired with a 512x512 matrix and 2-mm slice thickness (voxel size 1.17mm×1.17mm×2mm). CT images and their corresponding structural images were randomly assigned to either training (70%) or testing (30%) sets.
Deep CNN Model
We designed a 2D U-Net 48 model to directly learn a mapping function that converts a 2D CT grayscale image to its corresponding 2D OAR segmented image. The model can be learned using 2D CT images with corresponding 2D OAR segmentation from each training participant as the input. Once the model is trained, it can be applied on an unseen CT image (test data) to segment the final OARs and prostate image slice by slice. The outline of the proposed U-Net network for male pelvic image segmentation is shown in Figure 1 . Generally, the U-Net model includes convolution (contracting path) and deconvolution (expansive path) networks for pixel-wise predictions and in this network, input and output image sizes are the same. The left side of the UNet model contains the repetition of the convolutional network, and the right side contains an upsampling of the feature map followed by the convolutional network and a concatenation with the feature map from the left side. Our network contains blocks of convolution 2D layers with variable kernel sizes, channel numbers, and activation functions. On the left side, we used three 3x3 convolutions, each followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLu) (activation function), and one max pooling operation. On the right side, we used a 2x2 transposed convolution and two 3x3 convolution networks followed by a ReLu activation function. In addition, batch normalization 49 and dropout 50 were added to the layers. In the final layer, we used a 1x1 convolution network with sigmoid activation function and dice similarity coefficient (DC) loss function. The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer used a learning rate of 0.01 and a momentum of 0.9 to update network weights iteratively based on training data. Details of the U-Net structure are shown in Table 1 . The U-Net model was implemented using the open source Keras package 51 , and componential processing was performed with a NVIDIA Tesla K80 dual-GPU graphic card.
A preprocessing step was added to crop the CT/ROIs pair images into 128x128 images for the rectum and prostate, and 160x160 for the bladder from the original 512x512 images, while maintaining the original image resolution. This step is needed to overcome the memory limitation during model training using the NVIDIA Tesla GPU card. 
Results
The segmentation results for prostate, bladder, and rectum using the U-Net model are illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . For better visualization, we show only the part of the CT image with three ROIs. As evident in Figure 2 and Figure 3 , the prostate and the rectum are more difficult to segment than the bladder because of their unclear boundaries. The ground truth segmentation and the overlay map between both segmentations of the same subjects are also shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . Our method using U-Net model can properly delineate the ROI boundaries when automatic and ground truth segmentation results overlap. However, the large shape variation of pelvic ROIs and the unclear boundaries between prostate and rectum is known in CT images.
We used the average DC value and standard deviation between the segmentation results using our proposed method and ground truth segmentations to evaluate the accuracy of the U-Net model for the prostate, bladder, and rectum. Additionally, we used the average Hausdorff distance (AHD) (mm), the average surface Hausdorff distance (ASHD) (mm) and positive predictive value (PPV) to evaluate the segmentation performance as defined below: Figure 4 and Table 2 . Automatic segmentation using the U-Net model generated an average DC ± SD (0.88 ± 0.12), (0.95 ± 0.04), and (0.92 ± 0.06) for prostate, bladder and rectum, respectively. The AHD and ASHD for all three structures were on the order of 1 -2mm. Considering the image voxel size is 1.17mm×1.17mm×2mm, these values are within the expected random error due to the image resolution limitations. Table 3 shows high overall sensitivity of the U-Net model. We obtained the highest average DC value, sensitivity and PPV for the bladder because of its high contrast, regular shape, and larger size compared to the rectum and prostate. As expected, the prostate had the lowest average DC value, sensitivity and PPV because this is the most irregular and uncertain shape to identify. These results indicate the effectiveness of using the U-Net model for segmenting critical tumor and normal tissue pelvic ROIs for radiation therapy. 
Discussion
Target and OARs segmentation is a critical step before optimizing radiation therapy treatment planning, but CT images do not provide strong soft-tissue contrast to delineate these structures.
Accurate and reproducible automated ROI segmentation improves automatic delineation of the boundaries between the target and surrounding normal soft tissues on a standard radiation therapy planning CT scan. This could reduce normal tissue radiation toxicity while accurately controlling disease for patients with prostate cancer. Additionally, dose-volume relationships for prostate toxicity in patients could be understood better with reduced OAR delineation variation.
A better understanding of the relationship between bladder and rectal toxicity and radiation dose would provide an opportunity to address tumor dose escalation and improve outcomes in patients with prostate cancer.
Our proposed application provides accurate and reproducible automated ROI segmentation using a deep CNN model, and increases consistency and robustness in delineating OARs. Deep CNN model training includes computation-intensive processes, but once the network is trained, the automated segmentations are computed for all ROIs within minutes. Automatic segmentation is faster than manual segmentation, which may take 20 -30 minutes. This method could be easily applied to routine clinical practice of OAR and prostate segmentation in CT images to improve quality and consistency between patients and increase efficiency in the clinic. While experts take about 20 minutes to segment structures with poor CNR, the computational time in our study was about 1 second per patient to segment all three OARs using a NVIDIA Tesla K80 dual-GPU graphic card. The time taken to segment all the structures with the DDCNN structure developed by Men et al was ~ 45 second per subject using a Titan Z graphics card 44 . Training and testing time could be decreased by upgrading the GPU cards. The U-Net structure does not have input image size limitations, which makes the U-Net model a strong candidate for segmenting biomedical images. However, in this study we used cropped images because of memory problems, but in future studies we plan on improving the GPU cards to overcome memory limitation. Furthermore, we will work on improving the architecture of the U-Net model using 3D implementation 52 and a ResNet 53 block at the center of the U-Net structure. The advantage of the ResNet model is to ensure that the input properties of the early layers are available while developing the later layers, so that the output deviation can be controlled to decrease training time.
We used five down-sampling and five up-sampling blocks. In each block, the dropout layer was added to prevent overfitting during the training phase, gradually increasing the dropout rate in 
Conclusion
In summary, we showed that the U-Net structure can be applied successfully to male pelvic segmentation. The proposed method is highly accurate and reproducible for automated ROI segmentation, providing the basis to improve automatic delineation of the boundaries between target and surrounding normal soft tissues on a standard radiation therapy planning CT scan.
This study could provide a foundation for improving accuracy and reproducibility of a critical step in radiation delivery to control disease while limiting adverse effects related to random errors in delineating ROIs in prostate cancer patients.
